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We extended a previous analysis of the classical Rayleigh instability of spherical charged droplets in the
presence of neutralizing monovalent counterions �M. Deserno, Eur. Phys. J. E 6, 163 �2001��, by generalizing
the problem for suspensions of aggregates with D-dimensional symmetry, corresponding for D=2 to infinite
�rodlike� cylindrical charged bundles and for D=3 to spherical charged droplets. In addition, we include the
effects of added monovalent salt and of dielectric contrast between the charged aggregate and the surrounding
solvent. The electrostatic energy taking the microion screening into account is estimated using uniform profiles
within the framework of the cell model. We verify the robustness of these results by also considering Debye-
Hückel-type microion profiles that are obtained by the minimization of a linearized Poisson-Boltzmann free-
energy functional. In the case when the microions can enter inside the charged aggregates, we confirm the
occurrence of a discontinuous phase change between aggregates of finite size and an infinite aggregate, which
takes place at a collapse temperature that depends on their volume fraction � and on the salt content. Decrease
of � shifts the phase-change temperature toward higher values, while salt addition has an opposite effect. We
obtain analytical expressions for the phase-separation line in the asymptotic limit of infinite dilution ��→0�,
showing that the collapse temperature depends logarithmically on �. As an application for D=3 we discuss the
stability of the pearl-necklace structures of flexible polyelectrolytes in poor solvents. The case D=2 is applied
to the problem of finite bundle sizes of stiff polyelectrolytes that attract each other—via, e.g., multivalent
counterions—leading to an effective surface tension.
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I. INTRODUCTION

More than one century after the pioneering work of Lord
Rayleigh on the instability of charged droplets �1�, there is
still room for investigations on the subject �2,3�. The classi-
cal Rayleigh instability arises from the competition between
the bulk electrostatic repulsion and the interfacial surface
tension. Increasing the size or the charge density of a spheri-
cal droplet leads to capillary instabilities that eventually split
up the droplet into smaller ones, each carrying charges below
the instability threshold. Especially in the field of charged
soft matter the Rayleigh instability has recently became
popular as a possible mechanism underlying the formation of
finite-sized charged aggregates. One example is the forma-
tion of pearl-necklace structures for flexible polyelectrolytes
�charged polymers� in poor solvents—where the collapsed
liquidlike polymer droplet is broken up into smaller-sized
spherical pearls connected via strings �4�—and that of
polyampholytes �polymers carrying positive and negatively
charged monomers�—where also necklaces with
multidisperse-sized pearls appear �5,6�. In a similar spirit,
but for a different symmetry, it has been recently suggested
�7� that the Rayleigh instability might also be responsible for
the experimentally observed finite size of bundles �cylindri-
cal aggregates� of rodlike stiff polyelectrolytes like double-
stranded DNA �8�, F-actin �9�, and microtubules �10�. This

theory—predicting thermodynamically stable finite
bundles—has to be contrasted with previous ones which sug-
gest that kinetic effects lead to finite aggregation sizes
�11–14�.

At a more abstract level all these systems can be consid-
ered as an emulsion of a charged liquid, the polymer solute
�dispersed phase�, in a polarizable liquid, the surrounding
solvent �continuous phase�, these two liquids being immis-
cible. The surface tension between these liquids arises from
the effective attraction between the monomers comprising
the polymer, which results from the hydrophobicity of the
polyelectrolyte �4�, the Debye-Hückel-type attraction be-
tween the monomers in the polyampholyte �5�, or the multi-
valent counterion-induced attraction between the rods
�15–21�, respectively.

What distinguishes these soft-matter applications from the
classical Rayleigh instability is the presence of neutralizing
counterions in the solution and—usually—that of salt ions.
Furthermore, dielectric contrast between the charged aggre-
gate and the surrounding solvent usually plays a role. This
leads to several questions. Does counterion condensation
onto the finite-sized charged aggregate destroy the Rayleigh
mechanism, as a result leading to a stable infinite
aggregate?—as, e.g., was suggested on the basis of scaling
arguments in Refs. �22–26�. What happens if the aggregate is
impenetrable to the microions due to excluded volume or
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dielectric contrast? What is the role of the volume fraction of
the charged aggregate for the Rayleigh mechanism? Does the
presence of salt prevent or enhance the Rayleigh instability?
How does the dimensionality �spherical versus cylindrical
aggregates� enter into the physics of the Rayleigh instability?

Two recent papers have addressed some of these ques-
tions. Deserno �27� has considered two immiscible liquids
�the charged solute and the polarizable solvent� in the ab-
sence of salt, but in the presence of neutralizing monovalent
counterions; see also a similar simplified analysis applied for
colloidal cluster phases and the problem of gelation �28�. He
assumed that there is a microphase separation between the
two liquids, the charged fluid forming spherical droplets im-
mersed in the surrounding solvent. Two cases were analyzed:
�a� the charged droplets are impenetrable to the counterions
and �b� the counterions can enter inside the charged droplets.
He found that the Rayleigh droplets are always stable in the
first case, but become unstable in the latter, once a sufficient
fraction of counterions has condensed inside the charged
droplets �due to an increase of the electrostatic coupling
strength�. This fraction of condensed counterions that in-
duces macroscopic phase separation decreases with a de-
crease of the volume fraction � of the charged fluid, so that
for a sufficiently small value of � the droplets coalesce as
soon as counterion condensation sets in. A recent paper by
Henle and Pincus �7� put forward a similar mechanism to
explain the finite bundle size of rodlike polyelectrolytes that
attract each other via, e.g., the presence of monovalent
coions and mono- and multivalent counterions. Assuming
that only the multivalent counterions can enter the aggregate,
it was found that the bundles grow to infinite thickness once
a sufficient amount of multivalent counterions is present. If,
however, there is in addition a steric cost for the counterions
to enter the aggregate, the bundle is stabilized at a finite
thickness.

The purpose of the present study is to present a unified
view of the Rayleigh instability in charged aggregates with
two- �cylindrical� and three-dimensional �spherical� symme-
tries in the presence of monovalent counterions, added
monovalent salt and dielectric contrast between the aggre-
gate and the solvent. In Sec. II we extend the model pro-
posed by Deserno �27� to include all these effects. Our re-
sults are presented in Sec. III and Sec. IV discusses their
possible applications. The Appendix contains the asymptotic
forms of the phase-separation parameters in the infinite-
dilution ��→0� limit. The interested reader may find several
nontrivial derivations and technical details in Appendixes
A-F, which are presented in the form of an associated EPAPS
document �29�.

II. DEFINITION OF THE MODEL

The general theoretical framework is described in detail in
Ref. �27� for a suspension of spherical charged droplets in
the presence of neutralizing monovalent counterions only.
We recall here the important definitions and also present the
generalizations introduced. Without loss of generality, we
will consider polyanionic �negatively charged� aggregates �in
three dimensions� that have a D-dimensional symmetry—for

example, D=2 for infinite �rodlike� cylindrical charged
bundles and D=3 for spherical charged droplets. The bare
volumetric charge density −q� of the aggregates, treated as
an incompressible fluid, occupies a volume fraction � of the
suspension and has a surface tension kBT� with respect to the
surrounding solvent �30�, where we introduced the proton
elementary charge q and the thermal energy kBT��−1. The
aggregates have a cross-section radius a and are located at
the center of a Wigner-Seitz cell of radius R=a�−1/D �see
Fig. 1�. To measure the strength of the electrostatic interac-
tions inside the solvent, considered as a linear and isotropic
continuum of dielectric constant ��, we define the Bjerrum
length lB=�q2 /�� which corresponds to the distance at
which the electrostatic interaction energy of two elementary
charges immersed in the solvent equals the thermal energy.
For water at room temperature lB=7.15 Å. The aggregates
will also be treated as a linear and isotropic medium of di-
electric constant ��=���. It will be convenient to introduce
the dimensionless distances

l̃B = lB�2/� and ã = a�/� . �1�

The analysis performed in Ref. �27� is restricted only to
screening due to neutralizing counterions released by the
charged aggregate, which ensure the overall charge neutrality
of the system. In our extended study, addition of monovalent
salt to the suspension is parametrized by the intensive ratio
between the number of ionized pairs of salt particles Ns and
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FIG. 1. Two-dimensional representation of a Wigner-Seitz cell
of radius R=a�−1/D containing a charged aggregate in its center
�represented by the dark gray region� of cross-section radius a and
dielectric constant ��=���, where �� is the dielectric constant of
the solvent in the region r�a. For D=2 the cell is cylindrical with
an infinite length—the geometry shown corresponds to a cross sec-
tion perpendicular to the symmetry axis. For D=3 the cell has a
spherical symmetry and the figure represents a cross section at a
plane containing the center of the cell. Therefore, the generalized
radial coordinate r corresponds to the radial distance from the sym-
metry axis for D=2 and to the distance to the center of the cell for
D=3. We will assume the existence of a condensed layer of micro-
ions within the intermediate shell a�r�a	 �represented by the
light gray region�.
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the number of neutralizing monovalent counterions Nc, both
per cell,

s �
Ns

Nc
. �2�

Therefore, the calculations are performed in the canonical
ensemble, in order to avoid the explicit investigation of the
Donnan-equilibrium problem �31–34�, when the suspension
is in electrochemical equilibrium through a semipermeable
membrane with an infinite reservoir of fixed bulk salt den-
sity. This study is required to express the effective salinity of
the suspension s in terms of the salinity of the salt reservoir
sres �cf. Ref. �34��.

The microion profiles are treated at the level of a three-
zone Oosawa model �35�, i.e., they are taken as uniform and
are classified according to three regions: inside the charged
aggregate, within a condensed layer, and free �unbounded�.
We assume that fractions 
+� of the cations �including the
positive counterions� and 
−� of the anions �coions� can enter
inside the charged aggregates in the region 0�r�a. A frac-
tion 
+ of the cations and a fraction 
− of the anions are free
�located at the outermost shell a	�r�R�, while the remain-
ing microions are inside a condensed layer in the intermedi-
ate shell a�r�a	 �with 	�1�.

We introduce the linear combinations


��
±�� = �1 + s�
+� − s
−� , �3�


�
±� = �1 + s�
+ − s
−, �4�

���
±�� = �1 + s�
+� + s
−� , �5�

related to the effective charge of microions inside the aggre-
gate, to the effective charge of free microions, and to the
total fraction of microions that enter inside the aggregate,
respectively. Although we formulate the problem such that
the microions can enter inside the charged aggregates, i.e.,
such that they are permeable �“soft”� to the microions, the
case of impenetrable �“hard”� aggregates can be obtained by
taking appropriate limits of the penetrable case, namely, by
enforcing 
+�=
−�=0.

The Helmholtz free-energy density f �per charged mono-
mer of the aggregate �36�, in unities of kBT� may then be
written as

�f

��
=

2�

D
l̃Bã2UD�
�,
,	� + SD�
±�,
±,	� +

D

ã
+ Sideal

+ ���
±���u . �6�

The functions UD and SD are related to the electrostatic en-
ergy and the mixing entropy of the system, respectively,
while the third term D / ã is associated with the surface-
tension energy. Because uniform profiles for the microions
were assumed, it is straightforward to obtain UD and SD by
integration of the Poisson equation �using Gauss’s law� and
assuming that the mobile microions behave like ideal gases.
Their explicit expressions, as well as the ideal-gas entropy
Sideal of the microions, are given in Appendix A �29�. Finally,
the last term arises from the difference of the solvation en-

ergy u of the microions due to the dielectric contrast �cf.
Appendix B �29��. This contribution, estimated by the Born
equation �37,38�

�u = ��−1 − 1�
lB

2r0
, �7�

is obtained assuming that the microions are hard spheres of
radius r0�a carrying elementary charges ±q distributed uni-
formly on their surfaces, whose dielectric constant is the
same as the medium in which they are embedded—�� inside
and �� outside the aggregate, respectively.

Some particular cases can be obtained by taking appropri-
ate limits of Eq. �6�.

�a� By imposing 
+�=
−�=0 from the beginning we regain
the case when the microions remain outside the charged ag-
gregate. For a salt-free suspension of spherical charged drop-
lets in the absence of dielectric contrast �s→0, D=3, �=1�
this corresponds to the case 1 treated in Ref. �27�.

�b� By taking s→0, D=3, and �=1 we regain the results
of Ref. �27� for a salt-free suspension of spherical charged
droplets in the absence of dielectric contrast: case 2, ions can
penetrate the droplet.

�c� In the absence of a condensed layer we have automati-
cally 
±�=1−
± and 	→1. For D=3 this does not affect
qualitatively the results obtained with a condensed layer
�Sec. III A�, while for D=2 there is a profound difference
between the two treatments �Sec. III B�.

For a given reduced Bjerrum length l̃B, volume fraction �,
and salt content s, the equilibrium size of the aggregate is
found by minimization of the free-energy density Eq. �6�
with respect to ã,

4�l̃Bã3 =
D2

UD�
�,
,	�
. �8�

Although minimization with respect to the five remaining
variables �
±� ,
± ,	� can always be numerically performed, it
will be convenient to obtain the stationary-point conditions
��f /���=0 in analytical form,

�1 + s 0 0

0 1 + s 0

0 0 1
� · �̂UD�
�,
,	� =

− � 2UD
2

�l̃BD
	1/3
�̂+SD�
±�,
±,	� + �u�1 + s

0

0
�� , �9�

where the differential operators

�̂ � ��/�
�

�/�


�/�	
�, �̂+ � ��/�
+�

�/�
+

�/�	
�

and the anion-associated variables �
−� ,
−� at equilibrium
can be written explicitly in terms of the cation-associated
variables �
+� ,
+� �see Appendix C �29��. For the particular
cases where 
±� are constrained to a subspace—for example,
cases �a� and �c� of the preceding paragraph—the first row of
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Eq. �9� is not present and the coupled system has to be
solved for two variables only �
+ and 	�.

For the general case when the microions are allowed to
enter inside the aggregates, there is a minimum associated
with the Helmholtz free-energy density of the aggregate of
infinite size,

� f̄�

��
= S̄� + �̄���u + Sideal, �10�

where the subscript � emphasizes the temperature depen-
dence of the associated functions through the ionic solvation-
energy difference �in unities of kBT� �u. The mixing en-

tropy S̄� and the parameter �̄�� , both associated with the
aggregate of infinite size, are given in Appendix D �29�.
However, for sufficiently small values of l̃B the aggregate of
infinite size is metastable, that is, its associated Helmholtz
free-energy density, given by Eq. �10�, is higher than that
corresponding to the aggregate of finite size, defined by Eqs.
�6�–�9�. For fixed values of � and s, there is a unique set of
parameters �
±�

* ,
±
* ,	*� for which the free-energy densities

of the infinite and finite aggregates coincide, f̄�*

= f�
±
*� ,
±

* ,	*�, giving rise to a discontinuous phase change
�see Fig. 3 of Ref. �27� for the special case s→0, D=3, and
�=1�. At this particular set of parameters there is a macro-
scopic phase separation of the dispersed �charged liquid� and
the continuous �surrounding solvent� phases �39�. The phase-

separation values of ã and l̃B �40�,

ã* =
3D

2�S̄�* − SD�
±�
*,
±

*,	*� − ���* − �̄�*� ��*u�
, �11�

l̃B
* =

2�S̄�* − SD�
±�
*,
±

*,	*� − ���* − �̄�*� ��*u�3

27�DUD�
�*,
*,	*�
, �12�

are given in terms of the phase-separation parameters
�
+�

* ,
+
* ,	*�, which satisfy the coupled system of three equa-

tions

�S̄�* − SD�
±�
*,
±

*,	*� − ���* − �̄�*� ��*u�

��1 + s 0 0

0 1 + s 0

0 0 1
� · �̂UD�
�*,
*,	*� =

− 3UD�
�*,
*,	*�
�̂+SD�
±�
*,
±

*,	*� + �*u�1 + s

0

0
�� ,

�13�

where the phase-separation anion-associated variables
�
−�

* ,
−
*� have the same form as the ones at equilibrium

�given in Appendix C �29�� evaluated at the phase-separation
parameters and �
�* ,
* ,��*� are also given by Eqs. �3�–�5�,
replacing �
±� ,
±� by their phase-separation values �
±�

* ,
±
*�.

III. RESULTS

A. Spherical droplets „D=3… in the absence of dielectric
contrast „�=1…

The salt-free case �s=0� was analyzed in Ref. �27� where
it was shown that the equilibrium droplet radius is always

larger than the classical Rayleigh instability value, 4�l̃Bã3

�15/2. In Fig. 2 we show the salt-free equilibrium droplet

radius as a function of l̃B for several values of the volume
fraction �. These curves terminate at a phase-separation line
where the system undergoes a discontinuous collapse phase
change. Along this line droplets of finite radius coalesce into
a single infinite droplet, leading to macroscopic phase sepa-
ration. In Fig. 2 we also show the effect of addition of
monovalent salt to the phase-separation line. For a fixed tem-

perature l̃B, there is a lower bound for this line as the salt
concentration �measured by the parameter s� increases.

In the Appendix we give analytical expressions for the
asymptotic behavior of the phase-separation parameters in
the infinite-dilution limit ��→0�. We should remark that the
uniform-profile model always predicts the existence of a
condensed layer of counterions. Even in the infinite-dilution
limit, there is a fraction 1−
+�

*−
+
* =0.028 145¯

+O�� ln �� of condensed counterions. This may be some-
what misleading, since the thickness of the condensation
layer diverges, 	*=�−1/30.304 18¯ +O�ln ��, leading to the
equality of the concentrations of the condensed and free
counterions. Therefore, in this limit, we cannot distinguish
condensed from free counterions and this would, in fact, cor-
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f =10−1
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10−3

10−21
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102 10

D=3, e =1
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FIG. 2. Phase-separation cross-section radius ã* as a function of

l̃B for aggregates of spherical symmetry �D=3� in the absence of
dielectric contrast ��=1� and several values of s and �. Dashed
lines are obtained for constant amount of salt �varying from s=0 to
100, from right to left�, while dot-dashed lines are obtained for
constant volume fraction �varying from �=10−1 to 10−6, from top
to bottom�. Note the existence of a lower bound for the phase-
separation line as the salt concentration �measured by the parameter
s� increases. The solid lines correspond to the equilibrium-size salt-
free curves �s=0� for fixed values of �, and terminate at the salt-
free phase-separation dashed line. For values of � below the critical
value �crit=4.413. . . �10−5 the equilibrium-size salt-free curves are

in fact discontinuous functions of l̃B �see magnification in Fig. 3�.
The details shown in Fig. 3, especially the gray coexistence region,
could not be seen if they would be plotted here in unmagnified
scale.
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respond to a counterion release �or evaporation�. For the salt-
free system �s=0�, the asymptotic phase-separation tempera-

ture reads l̃B
* = 5

243� �ln ��3�1+O��1/3 ln ���. This asymptotic
analytical result should be compared with the numerical fit-
ting �for � in the range 10−4���1� found by Deserno �27�,
l̃B
*���0.13�ln ��+0.0056�ln ��3.

An interesting point is the existence of a discontinuous
phase change between phases associated to finite droplets
with two different radii. In Fig. 3 we show, for the salt-free
system �s=0�, the narrow coexistence region associated with
this discontinuous phase change, which terminates at a criti-
cal point in analogy with first-order transitions in macro-
scopic systems. This phase change and its associated critical
behavior, however, are artifacts of the uniform-profile model:
as shown in Appendix E �29�, they disappear by inclusion of
nonuniform Debye-Hückel-type counterion profiles for the
outer region. These profiles are obtained within a linearized
Poisson-Boltzmann approximation �41–44�. A similar sim-
pler analysis was applied for the transition from small to big
charged unilamellar vesicles �45�; see also Ref. �46� for the
nonlinear treatment of this transition.

B. Cylindrical bundles „D=2… in the absence of dielectric
contrast „�=1…

The system behavior presented in Fig. 4 is similar to the
spherical case, with the existence of a lower bound �at a fixed

temperature l̃B� for the phase-separation line as the salt con-
centration increases. However, contrary to the spherical
case—which is limited by the classical Rayleigh instability

value 4�l̃B
* ã*3=15/2—there is no lower bound for the phase-

separation line in the cylindrical case as the temperature de-

creases, liml̃B→�4�l̃B
* ã*3→0. It is noteworthy, however, that

the phase-equilibrium Manning parameter in the infinite-

dilution limit, lim�→0�*=�l̃B
* ã*2=2/3 �see Fig. 5�, coincides

with the threshold Manning parameter, found in Ref. �20�,
for the unbinding transition �or the onset of rod-rod attrac-
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f =10−6
D=3, e =1, s=0

critical point

FIG. 3. Magnification of the salt-free �s=0� phase-separation

droplet radius ã* as a function of l̃B �dashed line� for aggregates of
spherical symmetry �D=3� in the absence of dielectric contrast ��
=1�. The solid lines correspond to the equilibrium-size salt-free
curves for two small values of �, showing that they are in fact

discontinuous functions of l̃B. In the gray region distinct thermody-
namic phases, characterized by finite droplets with two different
radii, may coexist. In the inset we show this region in the vicinity of

the critical point �black dot�, located at �l̃B
crit , log10�crit�

= �6.503. . . ,−4.355. . . �. For volume fractions below this critical
value, ���crit, besides the macroscopic phase separation that oc-
curs at lower temperatures �dashed line�, there is a discontinuous
phase change associated with this two-phase coexistence. We em-
phasize that this magnification corresponds to a subtle detail of
Fig. 2—note the scales of the axes. The banana-shaped phase co-
existence region is very narrow and it is not presented in Fig. 2,
since it would not be possible to identify it on the unmagnified scale
of Fig. 2.
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FIG. 4. Phase-separation cross-section radius ã* as a function of

l̃B for aggregates of cylindrical symmetry �D=2� in the absence of
dielectric contrast ��=1� and several values of s and �. Dashed
lines are obtained for constant amount of salt �varying from s=0 to
10, from right to left�, while dot-dashed lines are obtained for con-
stant volume fraction �varying from �=10−1 to 10−6, from top to
bottom�. As in the case of spherical aggregates, the position of the
phase-separation line reaches a saturation value as the salt concen-
tration increases. Note, however, that the phase-separation line in

the infinite-dilution limit has no lower bound, lim�→04�l̃B
* ã*3→0.

On this scale, the position of the phase-separation line for s=100 is
indistinguishable from the one for s=10. The solid lines correspond
to the equilibrium-size salt-free curves �s=0�.
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FIG. 5. Same as in Fig. 4, but using the Manning parameter �

��l̃Bã2 as variable for the y axis. The solid lines correspond to the
salt-free �s=0� equilibrium Manning parameter curves, while the
dashed and dot-dashed lines correspond to the phase-separation
Manning parameter with varying salt content s and volume fraction
�, respectively. Note that the infinite-dilution limit of the phase-

separation Manning parameter does not vanish, lim�→0�*=�l̃B
* ã*2

=2/3.
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tion� between two like-charged rods in the regime of large
coupling parameters, whose value is smaller than the Man-
ning counterion-condensation threshold for a single rod, �
=1 �47�.

In the Appendix we give analytical expressions for the
asymptotic behavior of the phase-separation parameters in
the infinite-dilution limit ��→0�, which are explicitly de-
rived in Appendix F �29�. It is shown that their behavior is
distinct from the asymptotics obtained for a system without
the condensed layer of microions. Therefore, for the cylin-
drical symmetry it is essential to include a condensed layer
of microions to describe correctly the system, because this
layer is still present even in the infinite-dilution limit. For a
salt-free system, this behavior is analogous to the Manning
counterion condensation �47,48� for rodlike polyelectrolytes.

C. Salt-free „s=0… impenetrable aggregates in the absence of
dielectric contrast „�=1…

Deserno showed in his study �27� that the Rayleigh drop-

lets are stable for any given value of l̃B when the counterions
cannot enter the droplets �cf. Fig. 2 of Ref. �27��. In that case
the equilibrium droplet size has the asymptotic behavior

4�l̃Bã3→45 in the low-temperature limit l̃B→�, indepen-
dently of the volume fraction �. We reproduced this result in
Fig. 6 where we also compare it with the curves obtained

with a Debye-Hückel-type profile in the outer region, which
have the same low-temperature asymptotics. Similar behav-
ior is also found in the case of cylindrical symmetry depicted
in Fig. 7. Enforcing that the counterions stay outside the
cylindrical aggregates, their equilibrium thickness approach

the limit 4�l̃Bã3→16 as the temperature vanishes �l̃B→��,
independently of the volume fraction �. However, in both
cases �cylindrical and spherical symmetries�, the uniform-
profile model predicts, at low volume fractions, a spurious
discontinuous phase change between phases associated with
finite aggregates with two different cross-section radii �see
Figs. 6 and 7�. These artifacts are eliminated by using the
nonuniform Debye-Hückel-type profiles in the outer region,
derived in Appendix E �29�.

D. Effect of dielectric contrast „�Å1… on salt-free „s=0…
cylindrical bundles „D=2…

Dielectric contrast may drastically alter the system behav-
ior. An aggregate whose dielectric constant �� is very low
may hinder the penetration of the microions, and the system
would behave as in the case of an impenetrable aggregate. Of
course, one should keep in mind that usually a low-dielectric
bulk is not charged at all. However, a low-dielectric environ-
ment might still be capable of becoming charged if the cor-
responding counterions find a nearby high-dielectric medium
that can host these ions, an idea put forward in Refs. �49,50�.
In the case of reverse dielectric constrast, the ionic solvation
may also depend on their polarizability and on the size of the
high-dielectric aggregate �51�.

In Fig. 8 we present the effect of dielectric contrast on the
equilibrium cross-section radius and the phase-separation
line of salt-free cylindrical aggregates. The solvation-energy
difference was estimated using the Born equation �7� with a
fixed ratio lB /r0=2. One can note two general trends upon �
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FIG. 6. Comparison of the salt-free �s=0� droplet equilibrium

radius as a function of l̃B for aggregates of spherical symmetry
�D=3� in the absence of dielectric contrast ��=1� for decreasing
volume fractions, varying from �=10−1 to 10−6 �from top to bot-
tom�. Solid lines are obtained with the uniform-profile model �27�,
and dashed lines with the linearized Poisson-Boltzmann profiles for
the outer region derived in Appendix E �29�. Except for the spurious
discontinuous phase change between two phases associated with
finite droplets with different radii �see also Fig. 3� the uniform-
profile model describes well the main features of the system. The
inset shows the unstable branch of the droplet equilibrium radius for
the lowest volume fraction, �=10−6. Curves extending to the right
�at lower temperatures� are obtained when the counterions cannot
enter inside the droplets, while the curves terminating at a phase-
separation line �represented by the thick diagonal curves� are ob-
tained when the counterions are allowed to enter inside the droplets.
At this phase-separation value, droplets of finite radius would coa-
lesce into a single droplet of infinite size, leading to macroscopic
phase separation.
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decreasing: �a� the equilibrium cross-section radius of the
aggregate shrinks; �b� the phase-separation line moves to-

ward higher l̃B values, associated with lower temperatures.
The smaller equilibrium thickness of the aggregates reflects
the fact that their electrostatic energies are higher than those
corresponding to aggregates with the same thickness but in
the absence of dielectric contrast ��=1�. On the other hand,

the shift of the phase-separation lines toward higher l̃B values
can be understood by the fact that the counterions avoid
entering into the aggregates due to the large solvation-energy
cost originated from the dielectric contrast. The collapse of
the aggregate is only possible at stronger electrostatic cou-
pling, when the counterion condensation sets in.

It is noteworthy that the solvation energy is crucial for the
stabilization of the low-dielectric aggregates. By just consid-
ering the mean-field electrostatic energy and neglecting the
solvation energy, one might reach the conclusion that the
dielectric reduction inside the charged aggregates would fa-
vor its neutralization by the intrusion of the counterions.
However, inclusion of the Born energy hinders the penetra-
tion of the microions due to the high-energy cost. The net
effect is determined by the relative magnitudes of these two
antagonistic effects—the mean-field type, favoring neutral-
ization, and the non-mean-field type, opposing the penetra-
tion of microions inside the aggregate.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

The general outcome of this study is that the Rayleigh
mechanism that leads to the formation of finite-size aggre-
gates breaks down once enough counterions enter the aggre-
gates upon, e.g., an increase in the electrostatic coupling,
leading to macroscopic phase separation. This discontinuous

phase change takes place at smaller values of l̃B �i.e., at
higher temperatures� when the volume fraction and/or the
salt concentration is higher �cf. Figs. 2 and 4�. On the other

hand, the Rayleigh aggregates are stable for all l̃B values if
they are impenetrable to microions �cf. Figs. 6 and 7� since
in this case macroscopic phase separation would lead to mac-
roscopic charge separation. Dielectric contrast also has a pro-
nounced effect on the size and stability of Rayleigh aggre-
gates: the lower their dielectric constant the smaller their
equilibrium radius �due to the electrostatic self-energy of the

aggregate� and the wider the range of l̃B values where they
are stable �due to the increased self-energy of ions inside the
aggregate� �see Fig. 8�. All this is valid both for spherical and
cylindrical aggregates. The main difference between �spheri-
cal� droplets and �cylindrical� bundles is that in the former
case the phase-equilibrium line has the classical Rayleigh

instability value as a lower bound, 4�l̃B
* ã*3→15/2, whereas

in the latter case no lower bound is found in the infinite-

dilution ��→0� limit, lim�→04�l̃B
* ã*3=0. We obtain, how-

ever, a nonvanishing phase-equilibrium Manning parameter

in the infinite-dilution limit, lim�→0�*=�l̃B
* ã*2=2/3, whose

numerical value coincides with the threshold Manning pa-
rameter for the unbinding transition between two like-
charged rods in the regime of large coupling parameters �20�.

We speculate next about the role of the Rayleigh instabil-
ity in the phase behavior of flexible polyelectrolytes. It is
known that a flexible polyelectrolyte in a poor solvent may
form a necklace �4�. This structure is a tradeoff between
surface tension and electrostatic repulsion: a neutral polymer
in a poor solvent prefers to form a spherical globule due to
the surface tension, but the electrostatic repulsion between
charged monomers in a polyelectrolyte leads to a breakup of
this single globule into smaller-sized pearls due to the Ray-
leigh instability. The connectivity of the polymer is reflected
in the fact that these pearls are connected via thin strings into
a necklace configuration. The scaling theory for necklaces
was developed, however, for the case when counterion con-
densation is absent �4�. This leads to the question whether
necklaces might also be stable once counterion condensation
sets in. Scaling studies �22–25� came to the conclusion that
necklaces should not be stable with respect to counterion
condensation and should collapse instead, the prediction be-
ing that the necklace collapses with the first counterion con-
densing. This was predicted for both counterions condensing
on single spherical pearls—the phase boundary between
states “6” and “9” in Ref. �24�—and for condensation on the
whole necklace—the phase boundary between states “7” and
“9” in Ref. �24�—at which boundary the necklace turns out
to be cylindrical.

This result is of profound importance since many poly-
electrolytes have water as the poor solvent and are beyond
the counterion-condensation threshold, which might explain
the difficulty in finding necklaces experimentally. At the
same time, however, necklaces have been seen in computer
simulations of flexible polyelectrolytes in poor-solvent con-
ditions that were highly charged enough to show counterion
condensation. These chains clearly showed necklaces with
condensed counterions �52–55�.

Of course, scaling arguments, as given in Refs. �22–25�,
are not capable of predicting the precise value at which a
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necklace collapses, leaving the opportunity for a range of
parameters where counterions could be condensed on a still
stable necklace. In fact, the study by Deserno �27� was aim-
ing at this fact and showed that there is indeed a parameter
range at which stable Rayleigh droplets with a finite fraction
of intruded counterions do exist. Similarly we showed the
same behavior for cylindrical symmetry, which, as stated
above, is also of relevance in understanding the case of coun-
terion condensation on the necklace as a whole. In addition,
we showed in the present study that the phase-separation
fraction of intruded counterions at which the Rayleigh aggre-
gate becomes unstable decreases with decreasing volume
fraction according to expressions for 
+�

* giving in the Ap-
pendix for spherical and cylindrical symmetries, both show-
ing a leading �1/3 dependence of 
+�

* �56�. This indeed shows
that at sufficiently small volume fractions it is the first coun-
terion intruding into the aggregate that leads to the break-
down of the Rayleigh instability and the concomitant col-
lapse of the chain. In that sense the scaling prediction of
necklace collapse as soon as counterions condense onto
beads or onto the whole necklace is indeed correct. The sta-
bility of necklaces seen in computer simulations even in the
presence of counterions �52–55� might be explained by the
finite range of stable structures at finite-chain concentrations
or, more likely, by the stability of impenetrable droplets,
since the solvent quality in these simulations is typically very
poor, resulting in dense pearls.

Similarly for bundles, as put forward recently �7�, the fi-
nite bundle size of charged rodlike chains might be explained
by the space limitations for counterions inside the aggregate.
This is especially likely for highly charged chains like
double-stranded DNA, where a single molecule is already far
above the counterion-condensation threshold. Our study
shows that impenetrable bundles are always stable and that
in presence of dielectric contrast the range at which bundles
stay finite is considerably extended.
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APPENDIX: ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR OF THE PHASE-
SEPARATION PARAMETERS IN THE INFINITE-

DILUTION LIMIT

For spherical aggregates �D=3�, the asymptotic phase-
separation parameters in the infinite-dilution limit ��→0�
are given by


+�
* = a0�1/3�1 + a1�1/3� + O�� ln �� ,


+
* = 1 − a2

3 + O��1/3 ln �� ,

	*3� = a2
3 + O��1/3 ln �� ,

ã* =
9

2
�3

2
ln a0 − ln � + �1 + s�a0�1/3�1 − ln a0 +

2

3
ln �	�−1

+ O��2/3 ln �� ,

l̃B
* =

5

243�
�3

2
ln a0 − ln � +

1

2
�1/3�2�1 + s�a0 +

3

2
ln a0

− ln �	�3

+ O��2/3 ln �� ,

4�l̃B
* ã*3 =

15

2
�1 + �3

2
+ 2�1 + s�a0	�1/3� + O��2/3 ln �� .

Note that the asymptotic behavior of the phase-separation

parameters ã* and l̃B
* for the leading and subleading orders

depends only on the dominant prefactor of 
+�
*, a0=s2s/3 / �1

+s�2�1+s�/3. The numerical value of the coefficient a2

=0.304 183 47. . ., given by the real zero ��0,1� of the poly-
nomial 4a2

5+4a2
4+4a2

3−13a2
2−13a2+5, is irrelevant for the

two leading orders of the asymptotic phase-separation behav-
ior. It should be remarked that a0 and the subleading prefac-
tor a1=− 1

3a0�1−2s− �1+s�ln a0+ 2
3 �1+s�ln �� both coincide

with the asymptotic prefactors obtained for a system without
the condensed layer of microions. The physical reason for
this coincidence for spherical symmetry is the spread of the
microion cloud �microion evaporation� in the infinite-
dilution limit.

For cylindrical aggregates �D=2�, the asymptotic phase-
separation parameters in the infinite-dilution limit ��→0�
read


+�
* = b0�1/3 + O��2/3 ln �� ,


+
* = 1 − b1 + O��1/3 ln �� ,

	*2� = b2 + O��1/3 ln �� ,

ã* = 3�s ln s − �1 + s�ln�1 + s� − ln � + �1�b1,b2,s��−1

+ O��1/3 ln �� ,

l̃B
* = −

2

27�

�s ln s − �1 + s�ln�1 + s� − ln � + �1�b1,b2,s��3

1 + ln � + �2�b1,b2,s�

+ O��1/3 ln �� ,

�l̃B
* ã*3 = − 2�1 + ln � + �2�b1,b2,s��−1 + O��1/3 ln �� .

The coefficients �bj�—which depend on s and �, cf. Eqs.
�F5� and �F6�—and the functions �� j�b1 ,b2 ,s�� are given in
Appendix F �29�.
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